AUTHORIZATION TO MARK

Date: 3, March 2004

This authorizes Pump Measure Control, Inc. to apply the ETL mark shown below to the Products Covered when made in accordance with the Description and under the conditions set forth in the Certification Agreement and Listing Report:

Applicant: Pump Measure Control, Inc.
1070 Nine North Drive, Suite 100
Alpharetta, GA 30004

Contact: Mr. Grant Grove
Phone: 770-667-0667
Fax: 770-667-0476

Manufacturer: Same as applicant
Party Authorized To Apply Mark: Same as applicant

Report Issuing Office: Intertek Testing Services
ETL SEMKO
3933 US Route 11, Industrial Park
Cortland, NY 13045

Reference Report No.: 3041582-H01

Product Covered: Petroleum fuel dispenser models: Petroleum fuel dispenser models: CMD-501-XX, CMD-502-XX, CMD-701-XX, CMD-702-XX, CMD-1500-XX, FH-510-XX-YZ, FH-515-XX-YZ, and FH-720-XX-YZ where XX can be MA, AV or GS, Y can be 1, 2, 3, 4, or 5, and Z can be M, A or G.

Description: This products covered by this report are dispensers intended to be used with petroleum based fuel. Each dispenser is permanently mounted in place and permanently connected to the electrical and fuel supply. The dispensers are divided in to two distinct classified environments. The lower portion where fuel is handled is a Class I, Division 1, Group D location, and the electronics cabinet above is an unclassified location. The separation between the two environments is made by the use of a solid plenum (vapor barrier) between the fuel handling and electronics cabinets.


This document is the property of Intertek Testing Services and is not transferable. Only the Applicant may reproduce this document. The certification marks may be applied only at the above noted location of the Party Authorized to Apply Mark.

Authorized by:
William T. Starr
Certification Manager

Control Number: 101047

Intertek Testing Services NA Inc.
165 Main Street, Cortland, NY 13045
Telephone 800-345-3851 or 607-753-6711 Fax 607-756-6699